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Tools 

• Meetings - As we attend meetings, we hear a message of hope loud and clear. We listen to people talk 
about their struggles and how their lives have changed from working a program of recovery. 

• CoDA Birthday - The acknowledgment and personal celebration by each of us; the day we started our 
codependence recovery within the CoDA program – celebrated after first 30 days, 60 days, 90 days, 6 
months, 9 months, and then annually thereafter. 

• Home Group Phone List - provides contact information and CoDA Birthday of those who are part of your 
home group.  They may be willing to accept calls for CoDA support outside the meeting. 

• Literature – CoDA-approved literature is available at CoDA.org and in meetings. 
• Sponsorship - Sponsors are people within the CoDA program who help guide us through the Twelve Step 

recovery process. They are recovering codependents whose personal recovery is their priority.  They’ve 
usually walked the road of recovery longer than we have.  They are who we call for help when we are 
confused or overwhelmed. 

• 12 Step Study - If we attempt to complete the Steps alone, we may perpetuate isolation, a common 
codependent behavior.  Seek the loving help of those who have traveled this path before us. 

• Fellowship - The road to recovery is filled with fellowship - the people of CoDA become our companions 
on the journey. Where we may have felt isolated and helpless, we now feel friendship and strength. 

Action Steps 

• Self-Diagnosis - We come to accept our inability to maintain healthy and nurturing relationships with 
others and ourselves. We begin to recognize that the cause lies in long-standing destructive patterns of 
living. The patterns and characteristics are offered as a tool to aid in self-evaluation.  

• Prayer and/or Meditation - We are better able to accept life as it is and handle problems with a 
newfound strength from our higher power. We begin to experience a growing personal empowerment 
and improved self-esteem.  

• Participating in Service Work - Service work enables us to deepen the recovery we experience and allow 
the gift of recovery to touch the hearts and minds of other codependents. 

• Achieving Balance - Our program of recovery is meant to be taken seriously, but we find balancing our 
recovery work with play, laughter, and fun is also important in or daily lives. Rest, productivity, recreation, 
and exercise require our attention as well. 

• Journaling - Build your serenity; getting back to number one. When you start to write about your feelings 
and how situations in your life change your feelings you gain the ability to start to process those feelings. 
Rather than leaving feelings completely bottled up inside, you can put them down on paper and get them 
out of your heart and mind so you can process and understand them more which will lead to a more 
serene existence. 

• Affirmations - Affirmations help purify our thoughts and restructure the dynamic of our brains so that we 
truly begin to think nothing is impossible. Affirmations do indeed strengthen us by helping us believe in 
the potential of an action we desire to manifest. When we verbally affirm our dreams and ambitions, we 
are instantly empowered with a deep sense of reassurance that our wishful words will become reality. 
Affirmations are proven methods of self-improvement because of their ability to rewire our brains. If you 
constantly say, “I can’t,” the energy of your words will repel the universal force against you. But if you say, 
“I can!” the universe will endow you with the abilities to do just that. 


